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THE USE OF HEDGING DEVICES BY AMERICAN AND CHINESE WRITERS IN THE FIELD OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS Andreas Winardi Pusat Pelatihan Bahasa Inggris Universitas Kristen Duta Wacana Jl. Dr. Wahidin 5-25 Yogyakarta 55224 Phone: (62 274) 563929, Fax (62 274) 513235 Received/Accepted: 15 August 2008/24 February 2008 ABSTRACT Hedging devices are tools used by the academic writers to present their claims or arguments in a polite, acceptable and respectful manner. In this study, the researcher analyzes how these devices are used by two groups of writers: American and Chinese linguists. The corpus of study consists of 10 research articles published in the Journals of Applied Linguistics from 2000- until 2004, 5 articles written by American authors and the other 5 by Chinese researchers. The findings suggest that both groups share several things in common: both Chinese and American writers use type 1 (modal auxiliary verbs) the most and type 6 (if clauses) the least. Another similarity is that both of them hedge most in the introduction section, followed by the discussion session, and least in the conclusion section. Apart from their similarities, the study also finds differences between them. American authors tend to use type 3 (adjectival/adverbial/nominal phrases) and type 5 (introductory phrases) more than the Chinese authors, while the latter seem to employ type 2 (modal lexical verbs) and type 4 (approximators) more than the former do. Finally, it would appear that American and Chinese writers are more influenced by their discipline than their nationality.
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INTRODUCTION Cultural identity in academic writing has become a favorite topic for analysis since “cultural differences undoubtedly dictate variations in writers’ organization of texts. Such differences can be observed in the way L1 and L2 authors structure their papers…” (Kaplan, 1997, p.20 as cited in Mojica, 2005, p.3). Many recent studies have focused on how authors from different nationalities or/and discipline backgrounds organize their texts. For example, Breivega, Dahl & Flottum (2002) conducted a study involving research articles from three disciplines – medicine, economics and linguistics – and three languages – English, French and Norwegian. Their particular interest was to investigate whether cultural identities in academic writing are related primarily to nationality or whether they are related primarily to specific discipline. They found out that “cultural identity is more likely to be related to discipline than to language” (p.219). Another study involving different nationalities is the study done by Vassileva (2001). She observes how English, Bulgarian English (BE) and Bulgarian differ in showing their commitment and detachment. Her findings show, for instance, that “The degree of detachment was found most evident in English and least noted in BE, with Bulgarians being in the middle point between the two” (Vassileva, 2001, in Mojica, 2005, pp. 1-2). Mojica’s research (2005) entitled Filipino Authors’ Way of Showing Detachment/Commitment in their English Academic is an example of how the authors from different disciplines differ in their employment of hedging and boosting devices in writing their academic papers. She observes that linguists hedge more, and “engineers have been found to use boosters more than their counterpart” (p.14). Although the above-mentioned studies have begun to look at how cultures influence writing, none of them discusses the differences between how authors coming from Eastern and Western cultures construct their research articles. Flowerdew (1995, in Mc Kay, 2003) illustrates how Eastern values which he terms as Confucian might widely differ from Western values. He mentions that Chinese cultures are characterized by respect to others. In class, for example, it is unlikely that a Chinese student will question his/her teacher’s decision; it is considered unusual to show disagreement openly, whereas in Western cultures, it is not uncommon for a student to challenge the teacher’s decision or opinion. The aim of the present paper is to investigate if writers coming from Eastern cultures represented by Chinese writers and Western cultures represented by 229
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American writers differ in their employment of hedging devices as a whole and in certain sections such as the Introduction, Discussion and Conclusion sections. The finding is expected to help our students to use various hedging devices in writing their research paper by observing how writers from two different cultures employed these tools in constructing their articles. Hedging Devices in Academic Writing It is a common goal for researchers or writers to publish their works in journals since by doing so, they will be accepted and recognized as members of their professional discourse community (Mojica, 2005). To achieve this goal, the use of hedging devices is of critical importance. Most journal editors might expect their contributors to use an established writing style. Hedging devices, as Banks (1996) suggests, can be used to conform to this expected style of writing. Therefore, the writers who employ hedging devices in writing their papers would appear to have greater opportunities to get their papers published than the ones who do not use these devices. Furthermore, Salager-Meyer observes that “a totally unhedged style would not be considered seriously by journal editors” (1997, p.3). In addition, in selecting which articles to publish, the editors may also consider how the readers will respond to the articles. Hedging devices could probably enable the authors to build a good rapport with their readers, minimizing the possibility of being heavily criticized by those who disagree with the claims the author makes. Without hedging devices, the authors’ claims might be considered arrogant, inappropriate, rude and even offensive. Hyland states that hedges allow the writers “to express a perspective on their statements or the statements of others, to present unproven claims with caution and to enter a dialogue with their audience” (1998, p.6, in Wishnoff, 2005). In other words, using hedging devices to mitigate claims, express genuine uncertainty or present disagreement might create a positive atmosphere between the authors and the readers. The hedging devices in this paper were categorized based on SalagerMeyer’s (1997) taxonomy of hedges. They are as follows: 1. Modal auxiliary verbs, including may, might, can, could, would and should. 2. Modal lexical verbs, such as to seem, to appear, to assume, to indicate, etc.
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3. Adjectival, adverbial and nominal phrases, the examples are: possible, probable, un/likely, assumption, claim, estimate, suggestion, perhaps, probably and the like. 4. Approximators of degree, quantity, frequency and time: e.g., approximately, roughly, about, often, occasionally, etc. 5. Introductory phrases such as I believe, to our knowledge, it is our view that, we feel that. 6. If clauses, e.g., if true, if anything. METHODOLOGY The data in this study were taken from ten English articles published in the journals of Applied Linguistics from 2000-2004. Five articles were written by Chinese linguists with a total of 97 pages, while the other five consisting of 92 pages were the works of their American counterparts. The researcher investigated the employment of hedging devices in three sections, namely: Introduction, Discussion and Conclusion. The devices which appeared in those sections were coded and analyzed. Their frequencies have been tabulated to show the total number of hedges per author and section. In this study, the researcher would like to find out whether the authors from two different nationalities would differ in using hedging devices although they come from the same field. RESULTS Total number and types of hedges Table 1 shows the number of hedges used by American and Chinese authors in writing their academic articles. Table 1 Total Number of Hedges Author



American Chinese
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Type 1 Modal Auxilia ry Verbs



Type 2 Modal Lexical Verbs



Type 3 Adjectival/ Adverbial/ Nominal Phrases



Type 4 Approximators



Type 5 Introductory Phrases



Type 6 If Clauses



Total



108 102



48 60



42 35



14 18



9 1



1 0



222 216
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As can be seen, type 1 (modal auxiliary verbs) hedging devices are the most frequently employed by both groups of writers, with American writers using six hedges more than their Chinese counterparts. This finding confirms those of Adam Smith (1984, in Salager-Meyer, 1997) who states that modal auxiliary verbs account for 54% of all hedging devices in academic paper. Similarly, Butler (1990, in Salager-Meyer, 1997) also reports that modal auxiliary verbs occur in approximately 1 of every 100 words in scientific articles. More recently, Hyland (1994, in Salager-Meyer, 1997) finds that 27% of all lexical devices in his Biology corpus are modal auxiliary verbs. Samples from the American writers’ articles are: may have conflated real attacks, one might call, it may be that their application, students may also, specific motives can be elicited. Samples from the Chinese writers’ articles consist of: Attainment may prove to be useful, this would require the researcher, this variation may itself happen, learner’s inter language may not fozzilize, this can be problematic, the target features would require a longer time. However, Chinese writers show their preference of type 2 (modal lexical verbs) hedging devices by utilizing this type 2 hedge more than the other group. Chinese writers use them in sentences such as: the learner tends to pay more attention to the affix-ing, epenthesis tends to limit ambiguity, speakers tend to adjust their speech, morphemes seem to be acquired first, the recoverability principle seems to fail. Samples from the American writers’ articles including: do not seem to pattern, the materials seem highly applicable, while it seems plausible, AL’s assumed neutral stance, it seems ethically imperative. In addition, Table 1 also reveals nearly 20% of American writers use type 3 hedging devices (adjectival/adverbial/nominal phrases), while less than 20% of Chinese writers employ these adjectival, adverbial and nominal phrases devices. Samples from the American writers’ articles are: probably not to probe, it is possible that the scripts used by service personnel, conversations are likely to vary, an assumption of this article, perhaps even more quirky. Samples from the Chinese writers’ articles are as follows: females were more likely, prediction made from L1, information is unlikely to assist visual words, the suggestion that little semantic information, a possible explanation. Furthermore, Chinese writers seem to be more at ease in using type 4 (approximators) hedging devices than their American colleagues as the previous use 4 more approximators than the latter. Samples from the 232
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Chinese papers consist of: A large number of studies were evoked, females are usually found to be quicker, learners almost always outperformed, information is usually language specific, has been pointed out by many researchers. From the American writers’ articles we can find samples such as: their addressees is usually temporally limited, many are applicable, solicitudes are often more closely tied, many learners of English today, many educators. Conversely, Chinese linguists were outnumbered by American group in their employment of type 5 (Introductory phrases) hedging devices. American group uses 8 more type 5 hedge compared to Chinese group. Samples from American writers’ articles are: I feel that her intent was to give compliment, I consider those in group I am socially close, I think he actually believes, it is our view that they are quite different, I believe the generation of message is highly automatic. Samples from Chinese writer’s article is: in my view, the five issues lie at the heart of the increasing lack of uniformity. The difference in the employment of type 5 (introductory phrases) might be caused by their growing up in different cultures. Americans are accustomed to expressing their individual opinions, while in Chinese cultures expressing individual opinions might be considered inappropriate. Finally, there is no significant differences that can be noted on these two groups’ employment of type 6 (if clauses) hedging devices. The only sample coming from the American writer’s article is: If citation by authority significantly guided citation practice, then a much higher proportion of all citations would go to the authoritative papers. These hedging devices are mostly used in science articles (Salager-Meyer, 1997). Perhaps, this is the cause of the limited use of this type 6 of hedging devices in applied linguistics academic papers. Although significant differences can be noted in their employment of hedging devices of type 2 (modal lexical verbs), 3 (adjectival/adverbial/nominal phrases), 4 (approximators), and 5 (introductory phrases), with American linguists showing higher preference for types 3 and 5, while Chinese linguists favoring the use of types 2 and 4, the results of this study show that overall, American writers and their Chinese counterparts are not too different in their employment of hedging devices in writing academic articles, the former having employed 6 more hedges than the latter. This result confirms the theory of Breivega, Dahl and 233
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Flottum (2002) who state that cultural identity is primary linked to the discipline instead of to nationality. In the case of Chinese writers, to some extent, there might be some influences from their cultures since--as Flowerdew (1995, in Mc Kay, 2003) observes--Chinese cultures are characterized by respect to others. Furthermore, in academic writing, as discussed earlier, respect is also very important. However, had they not been given proper training in writing academic papers, they might have found it difficult to express their respect in academic written form. As pointed out in the introduction of this paper, hedging can be used to show respect to the readers since “hedges allow researchers to present themselves as cautious, coy, humble and modest servants of their discipline, and to diplomatically negotiate their claims when referring to the work of colleagues and competitors” (Salager-Meyer, 1997, p.11). Unfortunately, many non-native speakers of English find “hedging their propositions notoriously problematic” (Hyland, 1998, p.8, in Wishnoff, 2005). The good news is “learning how to use hedging devices effectively is something that can be taught by making learners aware and drawing their attention to hedging and by direct instruction” (Wishnoff, 2005, p.4). As can be seen, Chinese writers in the sample articles seem to be able to use various hedging devices which appear to be the result of their taking academic writing course. Regarding American writers whose cultures emphasize the freedom to express themselves, we might see that this group of writers seem to be able to adjust very well with the academic culture that require them to humble themselves and try to avoid any confrontation with their fellow researchers. It is shown by their using hedging devices in presenting their claims. I assume that it is the academic writing course that makes this adjustment possible. Distribution of hedges Table 2 shows the distribution of hedges in selected sections of the journal articles sampled. Table 2: Frequency of hedges in selected sections American Chinese



Introduction 105 98



Discussion 85 91



Conclusion 32 27



Total 222 216 234
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As shown, the American authors tend to hedge most in the Introduction section, followed by the Discussion part, and the least in the Concluding section. Similarly, Chinese writers prefer to hedge most in the Introduction section, then in the Discussion and finally they hedge least in the Conclusion section. The results also show that both American and Chinese writers use different numbers of hedges in different sections. This is concurrent with SalagerMeyer (1997) who states that the distribution of hedging devices differs in different sections within a text. She argues that hedging devices tend to be found mostly in the introduction section in which they “serve the purpose of building arguments to support the researchers’ own work” (p.7) and in the discussion section where the authors “put forward controversial ideas or interpretations and hence feel most the need of protecting themselves from counter arguments or other forms of attack” (p.7). The result of this study also corroborates the finding of Mojica (2005) which shows the tendency of the writers to hedge most in the introduction, followed by the discussion and least in the conclusion. The concluding part is usually the shortest section in an academic paper. Perhaps, this is the reason why the authors tend to hedge least in this section. Realizing the importance of hedging devices in academic writing, I believe that an adequate amount of practice is needed to improve the students’ ability in using these tools. I would like to suggest three types of exercises for the beginner level to train them to employ hedging devices. First, the students may be given some articles containing hedging devices and then asked to underline and categorize them. This type of exercise might be important in increasing the students’ awareness on how these hedges appear in the academic articles. Second, the students might be given articles without hedging devices and then they are asked to supply the necessary devices to make the claims and arguments in the articles less direct. Third, they are assigned to utilize these devices in their own writing. It should be noted that this study has examined only the works of researchers coming from Applied Linguistics field. Further research might be needed to find out how Chinese writers from various disciplines differ in their employment of hedging devices; and how two groups from different nationalities and also different discipline backgrounds differ in utilizing these tools. By conducting such research, we would probably get wider insights on how cultures and sub-cultures influence writing. 235
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CONCLUSION For researchers and writers, the ability to appropriately use hedging devices is requisite if they wish to publish their work in academic journals. Hedging devices are important features of effective academic writing. They might help the writers to present their statements and claims cautiously, accurately and modestly to meet their discourse community’s expectations and place themselves in an honorable position as valued members of the respective discourse community. Moreover, hedges allow them to anticipate criticisms and to avoid confrontation resulting from making bold and presumptuous statements. Considering the importance of hedging devices in academic writing, there might be “a need for greater and more systematic attention to be given to this important interpersonal strategy” (Hyland, 1994, p.244, in SalagerMeyer, 1997). This implies that the students must be taught how to recognize and effectively use hedging devices in their writing, especially for Non Native English Speakers who are probably not familiar with hedges and therefore, find it particularly difficult to hedge their statements appropriately. As we can see, both American and Chinese writers in this present study seem to be equally proficient in using various hedging devices to assert their claims in an acceptable manner. This gratifying phenomenon might be related to their discipline background. Linguists seem to gain advantage by taking a course that exposed various aspects of academic writing, including hedging devices. This exposure might probably give them background knowledge on how an academic paper should be written. REFERENCES Banks, D. (1996). Vague quantification: an interpersonal aspects of scientific writing http://www.univbrest.fr.erla/banks/Liverpl.doc. pp.1-3 Breivega, K.R., Dahl,T., & Flottum, K. (2002). Traces of self and others in research articles. A comparative pilot study of English, French and Norwegian research articles in medicine, economics and 236
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linguistics. International Journal of Applied Linguistics, 12, (2). 218-239. Mc Kay, S.L. (2003). Toward an appropriate EIL pedagogy: re-examining common ELT assumptions. International Journal of Applied Linguistics, 13, (1).1-22. Mojica, L. (2005). Filipino authors’ way of showing detachment/commitment in their English academic papers. In D. Dayag & S.Quakenbush (Eds.), Sociolinguistics and Language Education in the Philippines and Beyond – Festchrif in honor of Ma. Lourdes Bautista, 511-525. Manila: The Linguistics Society of the Philippines. Salager-Meyer, F. (1997). I think that perhaps you should: A study of hedges in written scientific discourse. http://www/exchanges.state.gov/education/ engteaching/pubs/BR/functionalsec3.8.htm, pp. 1-11. Wishnoff, J.(2005). Hedging your bets: L2 learners’ acquisition of pragmatic devices in academic writing and computer-mediated discourse. http://www.hawaii.edu/sls/uhwpsl/19-1/wishnoff.doc, pp. 1-6
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